LIN EDU
Online training and learning
management system
Open to learn anything from anywhere

By

LIN EDU
A comprehensive, secure and integrated learning management system to create an online and personalized
learning environments for schools and businesses which helps to optimize operations and improve the quality
of training management in the digital age.
• LinEdu - A diversified and comprehensive online
training and teaching management system.
• LinEdu provides more than 640 useful online tools
(plugins) to help teachers create a diversified,
scientifically and effective courses and lectures.
• LinEdu guarantees the most comprehensive
student management, training management and
course management.
• LinEdu allows educational institutions to create
their own multidisciplinary e-learning system as well
as meet the specific needs of training and
administration for enterprises.
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USER REGISTRATION

DATA TRAINING REPORTING

Easily register users and log into the

LinEdu provides a variety of reporting functions,

system in two ways: Individually or in

student and course tracking features which helps

bulk using a CSV file. Assign users at

educational institutions to measure students'

different levels which helps easy and
convenient management.

Competitive
advantages
of LinEdu

progress and provides a comprehensive
perspective about training activities.

CONTENT DIVERSITY

ONLINE CERTIFICATES

LinEdu allows you to enrich and improve the

LinEdu allows you to create online exams

quality of training activities by supporting

which avoid fraud with a variety of

various forms of training content (html, java,

questionnaires combined with a high

css, mp4, etc.) with more 640 auxiliary tools

scoring system for effective assessments.

continuously updated and upgraded.
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What LinEdu can do?
User management

Online training
management

Lessons
management

Online exams

Contact
management

Community features

Multi-language
support

Customizing the
user interface

Handling user
requests

Progress tracking
and reporting

Creating course
content

Offline training
management

Event monitoring
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1. USER MANAGEMENT
Easy to register
It is easy for administrators to import users
individually and in bulk through CSV files on the
system.

Quickly access and manage user data
After successful activation of user accounts, an
administrator can access all data provided by
students or employees such as personal
information, training course participation status,
test results, user history, etc. In addition, LinEdu
system also supports to update user data using
CSV files instead of just doing it manually.
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2. ONLINE TRAINING MANAGEMENT
LinEdu helps to manage online training activities effectively even with a large number of students or staffs. In
addition to the ability to create and distribute online training courses for users, the system also helps to do
statistics and automatically summarize data. Through statistics, you are able to track student progress, test
scores, etc., and re-evaluate the effectiveness of training programs.
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3. LESSON MANAGEMENT
Support diverse types of content
You can easily upload files, videos, photos and other
types of resources to improve training courses.

Create and manage courses easily
and quickly
LinEdu learning management system supports users
to quickly and easily create groups and manage
online training courses.
Users can easily create online training courses with
just a few steps. There are multiple options to create
online lessons with commands: Block, Lecture, Quiz,
Survey, Report, Attachment. In addition, it is possible
to create a course road map by setting the conditions
for lessons in that course.
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4. ONLINE EXAMS

You can create online tests with a variety
of question formats. After testing, the
system will automatically calculate grades
and share the results.
Admins can view the overall test results
easily, and it can also be downloaded and
stored.
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5. CONTACT MANAGEMENT
In addition to features which allows to create online
courses and provide more information about the training
parameters, the system also provides communication
tools.
LinEdu learning management system also allows creating,
sending, viewing, and replying to emails, besides, it can
also auto-generate reminder emails for users.
Additional tools help to create pop-up messages to make
important announcements to users, news feed which
allows them to communicate easily with each other.
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6. COMMUNITY FEATURES
Besides online learning functions, users can easily
exchange knowledge and share ideas with each other
using CHAT, GROUP, FORUM , SHARE FILE functions.
E-learning is the best way to improve your own
self-confidence and knowledge both at home and at
work without interrupting your work. Learners are able
to discuss and share with each other and together
develop their own knowledge and skills. Companies
can create a collaborative learning environment for
employees to exchange ideas, sharing experiences
and asking questions about the courses. These
features promote learner interaction in order to help
them succeed.
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7. MULTI-LANGUAGE SUPPORT
LinEdu learning management system supports a variety of
languages, including popular languages such as English,
French, German, Italian, Spanish, Korean, Japanese,
Chinese, Vietnamese, etc.

8. CUSTOMIZING USER INTERFACE
Users can easily personalize interface according to their own
purposes, for example, changing the website theme (color,
background image, presentation structure), logos, etc.
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9. PROGRESS TRACKING
AND REPORTING
Administrators can track the overall progress of
students or staffs by class, course, attendance
time, and completion levels. Businesses and
training organizations are also able to track the
overall training situation as well as monitoring
individual students' progress.

10. CREATING COURSE CONTENT
LinEdu integrates and supports more than 640 plugins which
empowers both learning and teaching, especially the latest
formats like video conference, H5P ... which makes learning
resources more interesting and modernized.
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11. OFFLINE TRAINING MANAGEMENT

This feature helps administrators easily organize and
manage mandatory offline training sessions, events or
workshops.
Administrators can view the list of attendants who have
been and will participate in these offline activities.
Moreover, this feature also allows administrators to
evaluate students or staffs after their attendance based
on test results on the system.
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12. EVENT MANAGEMENT
LinEdu allows administrators to monitor past and upcoming events using notifications.
With this feature, users can also register and keep track of all events by setting up notifications
to manage their study plans more efficient.
Besides, this feature makes the learning environment more interesting for users.
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CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
Mrs. Can Thi Bich Luan
E-learning Specialist, LINAGORA (Vietnam)
linedu@linagora.com

(+84) 89 857 8366

